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Abstract-i 
Abstract 

Abstract 
 

Designation:   Supplemental Overseas Environmental Assessment 

Title of Proposed Action: Office of Naval Research Arctic Research Activities in the Beaufort Sea 
2019-2021 

Project Location: Beaufort Sea 

Lead Agency for the EA: Department of the Navy 

Affected Region:  Beaufort Sea, Arctic 

Action Proponent:  Office of Naval Research 

Point of Contact:  Raymond Soukup 
    Office of Naval Research 
    Program Officer 
    Email address: Raymond.soukup@navy.mil 
 
Date:    July 2019 
 

The Office of Naval Research (ONR) prepared this Supplemental Overseas Environmental Assessment 
(SOEA) in compliance with the Executive Order (E.O.) 12114, Department of Defense regulations found 
at 32 Code of Federal Regulations Part 187, Department of Defense Directive 6050.7, and the Chief of 
Naval Operations Instruction 5090.1D and its accompanying manual (M-5090).  

This SOEA evaluates the potential harm to the environment from ONR Arctic Research Activities that 
would occur under multiple projects. The Proposed Action includes research activities by the Naval 
Research Laboratory, for which ONR is a parent command. The Naval need for this scientific research 
relates to environmental characterization in support of combat capable forces ready to deploy 
worldwide in accordance with Title 10 United States Code (U.S.C.) §§ 8062, and to support the aims of 
the Arctic Research and Policy Act (15 U.S.C. §§ 4101 et seq.). For the Arctic this consists of potential 
submarine and surface ship operations with active sonar for anti-submarine warfare and 
submarine/surface ship force protection. The characterization of the potential Arctic battlespace, given 
the changes in water properties and ice cover, is critical to performance predictions for active and 
passive acoustic systems. The year-round characterization of the Arctic environment requires 
characterization of the environment by leave-behind sources and autonomous vehicles, and the 
research projects are geared toward building multiple sources transmitting intermittently to allow 
vehicles to transmit under the ice. The purpose of the Proposed Action is still to conduct scientific 
research in the Arctic and to gather data on environmental conditions and acoustics in an Arctic 
environment. This SOEA evaluates two alternatives: the No Action Alternative and the Proposed Action. 
The No Action Alternative is to continue the experiments as described in the ONR ARA Overseas 
Environmental Assessment of September 2018. The Proposed Action, starting with the next research 
cruise scheduled for September 2019, reflects proposed changes and additions to the location and 
usage of active acoustic sources to improve ONR’s ability to meet scientific objectives.   
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Abstract 

In this SOEA, the Navy analyzes potential harm to the environment that could result from the updates to 
the Proposed Action in comparison to the No Action Alternative. Only marine mammals were analyzed 
for potential for “significant harm” (as defined by E.O. 12114) by the Proposed Action updates.  
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Executive Summary 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 1 
Proposed Action 2 

In accordance with Executive Order (E.O.) 12114, the United States (U.S.) Department of the Navy 3 
prepared an Overseas Environmental Assessment (OEA) in 2018 (hereafter referred to as the “2018 4 
OEA”) for a Proposed Action by the Office of Naval Research (ONR), entitled Arctic Research Activities 5 
(ARA). The objectives in that document were to conduct scientific experiments in the Beaufort Sea from 6 
September 2018 to December 2021. These objectives included several scientific efforts in support of the 7 
ONR Arctic and Global Prediction Program, the ONR Ocean Acoustics Program and the Naval Research 8 
Laboratory (NRL) Acoustics Division. The scientific objectives included the Stratified Ocean Dynamics of 9 
the Arctic (SODA) project, Arctic Mobile Observing System project, ONR Ocean Acoustics field work, and 10 
NRL experiments in rapid environmental characterization.  11 

This Supplemental Overseas Environmental Assessment (SOEA) addresses changes in ARA experiments 12 
to improve the ability to meet scientific objectives. The changes consist of 1) a northward extension of 13 
the Study Area to accommodate deployment of a new very low frequency (VLF) acoustic source and 2) 14 
changes in the locations and number of active acoustic sources described in the 2018 OEA. These 15 
changes would go into effect in September 2019 and the new experimental design would continue 16 
through December 2021 (the defined end date for the 2018 OEA). The use of the VLF source has been 17 
given a specific project name, Coordinated Arctic Active Tomography Experiment (CAATEX). 18 

Purpose of and Need for the Proposed Action 19 

ARA, as previously described in the 2018 OEA and as currently proposed, encompasses activities 20 
supported by the ONR Arctic and Global Prediction Program, the ONR Ocean Acoustics Program, and the 21 
NRL. The purpose of the activities is persistent observation of the oceanography and assessment of the 22 
acoustic propagation characteristics of the Arctic, near-real time environmental characterization and the 23 
use of a field of sources to aid in unmanned underwater vehicle navigation. The Naval need for the 24 
modified Proposed Action in this supplement is the same as for the Proposed Action in the 2018 OEA. 25 

Proposed changes to the experiments stem from the availability of new technologies for long-term 26 
observation of the Arctic environment and lessons learned from the deployment of sources in 2018. The 27 
VLF source represents a new capability for year-long observation of Arctic oceanographic processes. The 28 
ONR program has shifted priority towards use of a VLF source which allows for longer-range 29 
environmental observations, and away from previous 2018 objectives including the use of other acoustic 30 
sources. The employment of the VLF source with two receiving arrays is called the Coordinated Arctic 31 
Active Tomography Experiment (CAATEX). 32 

The results of the 2018 deployments indicated that for a navigation system for unmanned vehicles to be 33 
effective in the Beaufort Sea, it would have to be more geographically compact. Therefore, the 34 
proposed source positions represent a shift to the east and are closer together in comparison with the 35 
2018 deployment layout. Additionally, NRL would deploy more drifting buoys in order to improve 36 
capability for near real-time environmental characterization. The addition of the VLF source and the 37 
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1 changes in the position and number of active sources necessitated new acoustic modeling to 
2 characterize the environmental effect of the new Proposed Action. 

3 Alternatives Considered 

4 Based on the reasonable alternative screening factors addressed in the 2018 OEA and in order to meet 
5 the purpose and need for the ARA, only one action alternative (the Proposed Action) was identified and 
6 will be analyzed and compared to No Action Alternative (2018 OEA Proposed Action).  

7 Summary of Environmental Resources Evaluated in the OEA 

8 Executive Order (E.O.) 12114 and Navy instructions for implementing E.O. 12114, specify that an 
9 Overseas Environmental Assessment (OEA) should address those resource areas potentially subject to 

10 harm, as defined by E.O. 12114. In addition, the level of analysis should be commensurate with the 
11 anticipated level of environmental impacts.  

12 The following resource areas were addressed in the 2018 OEA: physical resources (atmospheric 
13 temperature, bathymetry, currents, circulation, and water masses, water quality, and sea ice) and 
14 biological resources (invertebrates, marine birds, fish, Essential Fish Habitat, and marine mammals).  

Summary of Potential Environmental Consequences of the Action Alternatives and Major Mitigating 15 
Actions 16 

The results of the analysis indicate that neither the No Action Alternative nor the Proposed Action would 17 
significantly harm physical or biological resources. The Navy will consult with the National Marine 18 
Fisheries Service (NMFS) under section 7 for potential behavioral takes of bearded seals and ringed seals 19 
under the Endangered Species Act (ESA) regarding the Preferred Alternative. This is consistent with the 20 
previous OEA determination and conclusions and supports the existing Incidental Take Statement issued 21 
for the duration of the experiment (2018-2021). 22 

Under the Proposed Action, ringed seals and beluga whales, both of which are protected under the 23 
Marine Mammal Protection Act (MMPA), were predicted to be exposed to acoustic stressors (non-24 
impulsive acoustic sources and icebreaking noise) that equated to Level B harassment levels. The Navy 25 
will consult annually, for the duration of the Proposed Action, with NMFS to request Incidental 26 
Harassment Authorizations (IHA) for the predicted Level B exposures.  27 

Under either the No Action Alternative or the Proposed Action, potential harm to physical and most 28 
biological resources (i.e., invertebrates, birds, fish, and Essential Fish Habitat) would remain the same as 29 
that described in the 2018 OEA. With standard operating procedures and mitigation measures, potential 30 
harm from the Proposed Action would be temporary and/or minimal. The Proposed Action is not 31 
expected to result in population-level impacts to marine mammals.  32 

 33 
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1 Purpose of and Need for the Proposed Action 1 

1.1 Introduction 2 

In accordance with Executive Order (E.O.) 12114, the United States (U.S.) Department of the Navy 3 
prepared an Overseas Environmental Assessment (OEA) in 2018 (hereafter referred to as the “2018 4 
OEA”) for a Proposed Action by the Office of Naval Research (ONR), entitled Arctic Research Activities 5 
(ARA). The objectives in that document were to conduct scientific experiments in the Beaufort Sea from 6 
September 2018 to December 2021. These objectives included several scientific efforts in support of the 7 
ONR Arctic and Global Prediction Program, the ONR Ocean Acoustics Program and the Naval Research 8 
Laboratory (NRL) Acoustics Division. The scientific objectives included the Stratified Ocean Dynamics of 9 
the Arctic project, Arctic Mobile Observing System project, Ocean Acoustics field work, and NRL 10 
experiments in rapid environmental characterization.  11 

This Supplemental Overseas Environmental Assessment (SOEA) addresses changes in ARA experiments 12 
to improve the ability to meet scientific objectives. The changes consist of 1) a northward extension of 13 
the Study Area to accommodate deployment of a new very low frequency (VLF) acoustic source and 2) 14 
changes in the locations and number of active acoustic sources described in the 2018 OEA. These 15 
changes would go into effect in September 2019 and the new experimental design would continue 16 
through December 2021 (the defined end date for the 2018 OEA). The use of the VLF source has been 17 
given a specific project name, Coordinated Arctic Active Tomography Experiment (CAATEX). 18 

1.2 Location 19 

Figure 1-1 depicts the change in the Study Area for the Proposed Action in this supplemental document. 20 
All activities, except for the transit of ships or aircraft, would take place outside U.S. territorial waters. 21 
The Proposed Action would occur in either the U.S. Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) or the global 22 
commons (waters greater than 200 nautical miles [nm; 370 kilometers (km)] from shore; Figure 1-1). 23 
Additional details regarding the specific experiments, timeframes and research are further detailed 24 
below in Section 2.1. 25 
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 1 

Figure 1-1. Arctic Study Area 2 
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1 1.3 Purpose of and Need for the Proposed Action 

2 ARA, as previously described in the 2018 OEA and as currently proposed, encompasses activities 
3 supported by the ONR Arctic and Global Prediction Program, the ONR Ocean Acoustics Program, and the 
4 NRL. The purpose of the activities is still persistent observation of the oceanography and assessment of 
5 the acoustic propagation characteristics of the Arctic, near-real time environmental characterization, 
6 and the use of a field of sources to aid in unmanned underwater vehicle navigation. The Naval need for 
7 the modified Proposed Action in this supplement is the same as for the Proposed Action in the 2018 
8 OEA. 

9 Proposed changes to the experiments stem from the availability of new technologies for long-term 
10 observation of the Arctic environment and lessons learned from the deployment of sources in 2018. The 
11 VLF source represents a new capability for year-long observation of Arctic oceanographic processes. The 
12 ONR program has shifted priority towards use of a VLF source which allows for longer-range 
13 environmental observations, and away from previous 2018 objectives including the use of other acoustic 
14 sources. The employment of the VLF source with two receiving arrays is called the Coordinated Arctic 
15 Active Tomography Experiment (CAATEX). 

16 The results of the 2018 deployments indicated that for a navigation system for unmanned vehicles to be 
17 effective in the Beaufort Sea, it would have to be more geographically compact. Therefore, the 
18 proposed source positions represent a shift to the east and are closer together in comparison with the 
19 2018 deployment layout. Additionally, NRL would deploy more drifting buoys in order to improve 
20 capability for near real-time environmental characterization. The addition of the VLF source and the 
21 changes in the position and number of active sources necessitated new acoustic modeling to 
22 characterize the environmental effect of the new Proposed Action. 

23 1.4 Scope of Environmental Analysis 

24 This SOEA includes an analysis of potential environmental harm associated with the No Action 
25 Alternative and the Proposed Action. The environmental resource areas analyzed in the 2018 OEA 
26 include: physical environment (atmospheric temperature, bathymetry, currents, circulation, and water 
27 masses, water quality, and sea ice) and biological resources (invertebrates, marine birds, fish, Essential 
28 Fish Habitat, and marine mammals). Only marine mammals are analyzed in the SOEA, as they are the 
29 only resource that require additional analysis under the updated Proposed Action. Marine mammals are 
30 the only resource which requires analysis because the only changed affects from the Proposed Action 
31 are from active acoustics. These active acoustics only have the potential to effect marine mammals. 
32 Though the Study Area has been extended, the species within the Study Area and the stressors, with the 
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1 exception of active acoustics, within the Proposed Action, would not change from the analysis within the 
2 2018 OEA.     

3 1.5 Relevant Laws and Regulations 

4 The Navy has prepared this SOEA based upon federal, statutes, regulations, and policies that are 
5 pertinent to the implementation of the Proposed Action, including the following: 

6 • Arctic Research and Policy Act (15 United States Code [U.S.C.] section 4101-4111) 
7 • Endangered Species Act (ESA) (16 U.S.C. section 1531 et seq.) 
8 • Magnuson-Stevens Fishery Conservation and Management Reauthorization Act (16 U.S.C. section 
9 1801 et seq.) 

10 • Marine Mammal Protection Act (MMPA) (16 U.S.C. section 1361 et seq.) 
11 • Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA) (16 U.S.C. sections 703-712) 
12 • E.O. 12114, Environmental Effects Abroad of Major Federal Actions 
13 A description of the Proposed Action’s consistency with these laws, policies and regulations, as well as 
14 the names of regulatory agencies responsible for their implementation, is presented in Table 6-1. 

15  
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2 Proposed Action and Alternatives 1 

2.1 Proposed Action 2 

The Proposed Action would occur in an expanded Study Area compared to that defined by the 2018 3 
OEA, as shown in Figure 1-1. The Proposed Action would occur in either the U.S. Exclusive Economic 4 
Zone (EEZ) or the global commons.  5 

The Proposed Action would be revised from the 2018 OEA action as follows, starting with a research 6 
cruise in September 2019: 7 

• Extension of the Study Area northward to accommodate a VLF acoustic source that would be used 8 
for year-round observation of Arctic oceanographic phenomena. Additional icebreaking would be 9 
required to reach these new locations. 10 

• Deployment of 15 moored acoustic sources for unmanned underwater vehicle navigation that are 11 
closer to each other than the 12 moored sources in the 2018 OEA. Three of the 12 moored sources 12 
in the 2018 OEA will continue to transmit from the same location, possibly until fall 2021. All other 13 
moored source locations are new.   14 

• An increase in the number of drifting sources for real-time environmental characterization from 15 
three to six. The location of these drifting sources has been changed. 16 

• At one location, a source called the “spiral wave beacon” (Table 2-1) would be deployed for fine-17 
tuned vehicle navigation during August 2020 and/or fall 2021 cruises. 18 

• There would be no use of impulsive sources or towed sources.  19 
• There would only be one icebreaking research vessel used in 2019 (the U.S. Coast Guard Cutter 20 

[CGC] HEALY), though a non-icebreaking ship may be utilized out of Nome, Alaska in Fall 2019 for 21 
some source deployment. A CGC or similar icebreaking ship, the Research Vessel (R/V) Sikuliaq, or a 22 
non-icebreaking ship may be used in 2020 and 2021. 23 

2.2 Research Equipment and Platforms 24 

Below are the descriptions of the equipment and platforms that are relevant to the Proposed Action.  25 

 Glider Surveys  26 
There is no change to the plans to conduct glider surveys as described in the 2018 OEA. A glider survey 27 
occurred in 2018 and further surveys are proposed for 2019, 2020, and 2021.  28 

 Research Vessels 29 
The research vessels in the Proposed Action would be the same as in the 2018 OEA (CGC HEALY and/or 30 
R/V Sikuliaq). The R/V Sikuliaq would not be used in 2019. Instead the CGC HEALY would perform a 31 
longer cruise in 2019 (up to 60 days, as compared to 30 days in the 2018 OEA). It is possible that a 32 
second, non-icebreaking ship would perform a cruise of up to 30 days to deploy some of the acoustic 33 
sources in the fall of 2019 as well. There are no changes to the type of activities that the ships are 34 
expected to perform, except that the CGC HEALY would perform additional icebreaking to deploy and 35 
retrieve the VLF source. The CGC HEALY, a similar icebreaking ship, or a non-icebreaking ship would be 36 
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used for a research cruise for up to 60 days in August 2020. A second ship may be used as well in fall 1 
2020. It is still to be determined which ships would be used for research cruises in fall 2021. 2 

 Towed Active Acoustic Sources 3 
Towed active acoustic sources were included in the 2018 OEA, but are not included in the Proposed 4 
Action. 5 

 Impulsive Acoustic Sources 6 
Impulsive acoustic sources (i.e., compact sound source or airguns) were included in the 2018 OEA, but 7 
are not included in the Proposed Action. 8 

 Moored/Drifting Acoustic Sources 9 
Moored and drifting acoustic sources would be deployed from either CGC HEALY, the R/V Sikuliaq or 10 
similar research vessels. The acoustic parameters are given in Table 2-1. These areas are further 11 
described herein. 12 

Up to 15 acoustic navigation sources would be deployed during the period September 2019 to fall 2021 13 
at the locations shown in Figure 1-1. Each navigation source transmits intermittently (8 seconds every 4 14 
hours), with the sources transmitting with a five minute offset from each other. At three locations, 15 
sources from 2018 deployments will continue to transmit. Therefore, three sources will transmit for 16 
approximately three years starting in September 2018, and 12 sources would transmit in that area for 17 
approximately two years starting in September 2019. The purpose of the navigation sources is to allow 18 
autonomous vehicles and gliders to navigate by receiving acoustic signals from multiple locations and 19 
triangulating position. This is needed for vehicles that are under ice and cannot communicate with 20 
satellites. 21 

Up to six drifting sources would be deployed for the purpose of near-real time environmental 22 
characterization, which would be accomplished by communicating information from the drifting buoys 23 
to a satellite. They would be deployed in the ice for purposes of buoy stability, but would eventually 24 
drift in open water. The sources would transmit signals to each other to measure the oceanographic 25 
properties of the water between them. The sources would stop transmitting in September 2020 or when 26 
they drift outside the Study Area, whichever comes first. Another set of six drifting sources may be 27 
deployed from fall 2020 and transmit until fall 2021 or when they leave the action area, whichever 28 
comes first. 29 

A VLF source (30 Hertz [Hz]) would be an entirely new source proposed under ARA, and would be 30 
deployed in September 2019 and stop transmitting in September 2020. While it is preferred to recover 31 
the source in 2020, an icebreaking ship may not be available in 2020 and the source may have to be 32 
recovered later. The VLF source may be redeployed in fall 2020 and recovered in fall 2021 as well. The 33 
source would transmit for 15 minutes every 3 days at a source level of 195 decibels (dB). The purpose of 34 
using a VLF source is to allow for longer range of propagation and perform a more complete assessment 35 
of the Arctic environment. Given the longer range of acoustic propagation, the source would be situated 36 
further north to negate the possibility of environmental effects outside the deep-water basin area. 37 

On the fall 2020 cruise, a spiral wave beacon source would be tested for fine-scale navigation. The spiral 38 
wave beacon is a mid-frequency source that transmits a 50 millisecond signal at 30 second intervals. The 39 
source would be deployed from a stationary ship and transmit for up to five days. 40 

All moorings would be anchored on the seabed and held in the water column with subsurface buoys. All 41 
sources would be deployed by shipboard winches which would lower sources and receivers in a 42 
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controlled manner. Anchors would be steel “wagon wheels” typically used for this type of deployment. 1 
All navigation sources would be recovered. 2 
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Table 2-1. Characteristics of Modeled Acoustic Sources for the Proposed Action 

Source Name Frequency 
Range (Hz) 

Sound 
Pressure Level  
(dB re 1 µPa 

at 1 m) 

Pulse Length 
(milliseconds) 

Duty Cycle 
(Percent) 

Source 
Type 

No Action 
Alternative 

Proposed 
Action Usage 

Navigation 
Sources  900 185 8,000 <1 % Moored; 

  

No change 
from 2018 

OEA 

Use in revised 
locations 

15 sources 
transmitting 8 

seconds every 4 
hours, up to 2 

years (3 sources in 
same location as 
sources already 

transmitting for 1 
year)  

Real-Time 
Sensing 
Sources  

900 to 1000 184 60,000 <1% Drifting 
  

No change 
from 2018 

OEA 

Use in revised 
locations 

6 sources 
transmitting 1 
minute every 4 
hours, up to 2 

years   

Spiral Wave 
Beacon  

100 to 
1,000 183 50 <1% Ship 

Deployed  

No change 
from 2018 

OEA 

Use in revised 
location  

1 source 
transmitting every 
30 seconds for up 
to 5 days (Not to 
be used in 2019)  

Very low 
Frequency 

(VLF source)  
35 

185 (peak), 
195 

(integrated)  
900,000 <1%? Moored  N/A Would be 

deployed  
One transmission 

every 3 days 

Note: Hz = Hertz; dB re 1 µPa = decibels referenced to 1 microPascal1 
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 De minimis Sources  1 
De minimis sources have the following parameters: low source levels, narrow beams, downward 2 
directed transmission, short pulse lengths, frequencies above (outside) known marine mammal hearing 3 
ranges, or some combination of these factors (Department of the Navy 2013). Additionally, any sources 4 
200 kilohertz (kHz) or above in frequency and/or 160 dB or below in source level are automatically 5 
considered de minimis. Sources 200 kHz or above are considered outside of marine mammal hearing 6 
ranges. Assuming spherical spreading for a 160 decibels referenced to 1 microPascal (dB re 1µPa) 7 
source, the sound will attenuate to less than 140 dB within 32 feet (ft; 10 meters [m]) and less than 120 8 
dB within 328 ft (100 m) of the source. Ranges would be even shorter for a source less than 160 dB re 1 9 
µPa source level. Since they are not expected to have effects on marine mammals, de minimis sources 10 
are not quantitatively analyzed. Qualitative analysis is performed when special circumstances (i.e., 11 
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unusual method of usage, enclosed environment) dictate. Examples of de minimis sources are given in 1 
the 2018 OEA, and these de minimis sources would be used during the Proposed Action. 2 

 Drifting Oceanographic Sensors 3 
Drifting oceanographic sensors are described in the 2018 OEA and there are no changes associated with 4 
the Proposed Action. 5 

 Moored Oceanographic Sensors 6 
Moored oceanographic sensors are described in the 2018 OEA and there are no changes associated with 7 
the Proposed Action. 8 

 Fixed and Towed Receiving Arrays 9 
Fixed and towed receiving arrays are described in the 2018 OEA and there are no changes associated 10 
with the Proposed Action, except for the addition of 2 moored vertical receiver arrays that will receive 11 
signals from the VLF source. The locations of these receiver arrays are given in Figure 1-1. 12 

 Activities Involving Aircraft and Unmanned Air Vehicles 13 
These are described in the 2018 OEA. Under the Proposed Action, a single engine fixed wing aircraft may 14 
land on the ice and deploy sources. In the 2018 OEA, only rotary wing aircraft was used for this purpose. 15 

 On-Ice Measurement Systems 16 
On-ice measurement systems are described in the 2018 OEA, and there is no change associated with the 17 
Proposed Action. 18 

 Bottom Interaction Systems 19 
Bottom interaction systems are described in the 2018 OEA, and there are no changes associated with 20 
the Proposed Action. 21 

 Weather Balloons 22 
Weather balloons are described in the 2018 OEA, and there are no changes associated with the 23 
Proposed Action.  24 

2.3 Screening Factors 25 

The screening of alternatives is described in the 2018 OEA. The Proposed Action resulted from the 26 
availability of new VLF source technology for more comprehensive assessment and results from the first 27 
year of navigation source deployment. To meet science objectives, experimental modifications require 28 
acoustic propagation in deep-water areas of total ice cover during a portion of the year.  29 

2.4 Alternatives Carried Forward for Analysis 30 

Based on the reasonable alternative screening factors addressed in the 2018 OEA and in order to meet 31 
the purpose and need for the ARA, only one action alternative (the Proposed Action) was identified and 32 
will be analyzed and compared to No Action Alternative (2018 OEA Proposed Action). 33 

 No Action Alternative 34 
Under the No Action Alternative, the science experiments could continue through December 2021 under 35 
the 2018 OEA, unchanged. The No Action Alternative is carried forward for analysis in this OEA and 36 
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provides a baseline for measuring the environmental consequences of the Proposed Action. The No 1 
Action Alternative is based on the action alternative selected for the 2018 OEA; the use of permitted 2 
active acoustic sources were limited to the deep basin area only and de minimis acoustic sources were 3 
allowed throughout the whole Study Area. 4 

 Proposed Action 5 
The Proposed Action would be to modify the experimental design of the ARA defined in the 2018 OEA to 6 
add the VLF source, re-position most of the acoustic sources, and use the spiral wave beacon source for 7 
fine-tune navigation. This would ensure that the scientific experiments are successful and can be used to 8 
understand the whole geographic area. 9 

2.5  Alternatives Considered but not Carried Forward for Detailed Analysis 10 

Alternatives that were considered but did not meet screening criteria, and therefore were not carried 11 
forward, are discussed in the 2018 OEA. 12 
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3 Affected Environment 1 

This chapter presents a description of the environmental resources which may be affected from the 2 
changes in the Proposed Action which differ from the 2018 OEA. 3 

All potentially relevant environmental resource areas were initially considered for analysis in the 2018 4 
OEA. In compliance with E.O. 12114, the discussion of the affected environment (i.e., existing 5 
conditions) focuses only on those resource areas potentially subject to “harm” from the changes from 6 
the new Proposed Action presented in this SOEA. “Harm” as defined by E.O. 12114, does not equate to 7 
take under the MMPA, “harm” in relation to marine mammals under E.O. 12114 extends to relatively 8 
minor environmental effects, such as minor behavioral responses to an active acoustic transmission. 9 
Additionally, the level of detail used in describing a resource is commensurate with the anticipated level 10 
of potential environmental harm. The following resources were analyzed in the 2018 OEA and are not 11 
further analyzed herein: Physical resources (atmospheric temperature, bathymetry, current, circulation 12 
and water masses), water quality, sea ice, biological resources (invertebrates, marine birds, fish, and 13 
essential fish habitat.  14 

The potential harm to the following resource areas are considered to be negligible or non-existent so 15 
they were not analyzed in the 2018 OEA and will not be analyzed herein: air quality, cultural resources, 16 
land use, visual resources, airspace, water quality, deep sea corals and coral reefs, marine vegetation, 17 
and sea turtles. 18 

3.1 Biological Resources 19 

Biological resources include living, native, or naturalized plant and animal species and the habitats 20 
within which they occur. Plant associations are referred to generally as vegetation, and animal species 21 
are referred to generally as wildlife. Habitat can be defined as the resources and conditions present in 22 
an area that support a plant or animal. 23 

Within the 2018 OEA, biological resources were divided into five major categories: (1) invertebrates, (2) 24 
marine birds, (3) fish, (4) Essential Fish Habitat, and (5) marine mammals. Only marine mammals are 25 
anticipated to potentially be harmed by the Proposed Action; therefore, only marine mammals are 26 
included herein, as the acoustic parameter changes have changed the potential marine mammal 27 
exposures.  28 

 Regulatory Setting 29 
For the purposes of this supplemental OEA species with special regulatory status are those listed as 30 
threatened or endangered under the ESA, and species afforded federal protection under the MMPA or 31 
the MBTA. Regulations implementing these federal statues are described in the 2018 OEA, and have not 32 
been changed.  33 

 Affected Environment 34 
The following discussion provides a description of the marine mammals that could by harmed by the 35 
Proposed Action in the Study Area. 36 

3.1.2.1 Marine Mammals 37 
Nine marine mammal species, which include three cetaceans, five pinnipeds, and the polar bear, are 38 
likely to occur in the Study Area during the Proposed Action. Marine mammals are found throughout the 39 
Study Area, including on the sea ice and within the water column. All marine mammals are protected 40 
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under the MMPA. Table 3-1 lists the potential marine mammals within the Study Area, their stock, and 1 
ESA status. Descriptions of the geographic range, habitat and distribution, and predator/prey 2 
interactions of each marine mammal species are included in the 2018 OEA. 3 

Table 3-1. Mammals Likely Present in the Study Area during the Proposed Action 

Common Name Scientific Name Stock(s) within the Study 
Area ESA-Listing 

ESA-Listed Species 

Bearded seal Erignathus barbatus 
nauticus1 Alaska2 Threatened 

Bowhead whale Balaena mysticetus Bering-Chukchi-Beaufort 
Seas Endangered 

Polar bear Ursus maritimus Southern Beaufort Sea, 
Chukchi/Bering Sea Threatened 

Ringed seal Phoca hispida Alaska1 Threatened 
Non-ESA Listed Species  

Beluga whale Delphinapterus leucas Beaufort Sea n/a 
Gray whale Eschrichtius robustus Eastern North Pacific n/a 
Ribbon seal Histriophoca fasciata Alaska n/a 

Pacific walrus Odobenus rosmarus  n/a De-listed (previous 
candidate for listing) 

Spotted seal Phoca largha Alaska n/a 
1 Scientific name of subspecies within the Study Area 4 
2 Stock is designated by the MMPA. 5 

3.1.2.1.1 ESA-listed Marine Mammals 6 

The ringed seal is the only species for which there has been an update in the ESA listing status, and the 7 
updated of that listing is further described below. There are no other changes associated with the life 8 
histories of the other marine mammal species within the Study Area.  9 

Ringed Seal 10 

The ringed seal, specifically the Arctic/Bering Sea subspecies Phoca hispida hispida, occurs within the 11 
U.S. Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) of the Beaufort, Chukchi, and Bering Seas and overlaps with the 12 
Study Area (Kelly et al. 2009; Palo 2003; Palo et al. 2001). The ringed seal is listed as threatened under 13 
the ESA. In March 2016, the U.S. District Court for the District of Alaska in the case of Alaska Oil & Gas 14 
Association v. National Marine Fisheries Service, et al. (Case no:14-cv-00029-RRB) vacated the National 15 
Marine Fisheries Service’s (NMFS) ESA listing of the Arctic/Bering Sea subspecies of ringed seals (P. h. 16 
hispida) as threatened under the ESA. On February 12, 2018 the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth 17 
Circuit reversed the District Court’s decision finding the listing determination of the arctic ringed seals as 18 
threatened to be arbitrary. Alaska Oil & Gas Ass'n v. Ross, 722 Fed. Appx. 666 (9th Cir. Feb. 12, 2018). 19 
Although not currently listed, because the Ninth Circuit reversed the District Court’s decision to de-list 20 
the ringed seal, and the ringed seal will most likely be re-listed prior to the commencement or during 21 
the period of the Proposed Action, the ringed seal is treated as a threatened species within this 22 
document. No critical habitat is currently designated. Critical habitat for the ringed seal that was 23 
proposed by NMFS in 2014 (79 FR 71714; December 3, 2014) would fall within the Study Area and 24 
include all the contiguous marine waters from the coast line of Alaska to an offshore limit of the U.S. EEZ 25 
north of Alaska (Figure 3-1. Since the Proposed Action spans over three years, and due to ongoing 26 
litigation and the fact that a decision could be rendered to designate proposed critical habitat before or 27 
during the Proposed Action, this document addresses proposed critical habitat. The Arctic/Bering Sea 28 
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subspecies is listed as depleted and strategic under the MMPA. For the purposes of this analysis, the 1 
Alaska stock of ringed seals, as designated under the MMPA, is considered to be the portion of the 2 
subspecies P. h. hispida that occurs within the U.S. EEZ of the Beaufort, Chukchi, and Bering Seas.  3 

NMFS regulations (50 Code of Federal Regulations [CFR] § 424.12(b)) state that, in determining what 4 
areas qualify as critical habitat, the agencies “shall consider those physical and biological features that 5 
are essential to the conservation of a given species and that may require special management 6 
considerations or protection.” These principal biological or physical constituent elements are referred to 7 
as “essential features” and “may include, but are not limited to, the following: spawning sites, feeding 8 
sites, seasonal wetland or dryland, water quality or quantity, geological formation, vegetation type, tide, 9 
and specific soil types.” In a proposed rule on December 3, 2014, NMFS identified areas used by ringed 10 
seals along with a description of those features essential to conservation. These three features are as 11 
follows: 12 

• Sea ice habitat suitable for the formation and maintenance of subnivean birth lairs used for 13 
sheltering pups during whelping and nursing. 14 

• Sea ice habitat suitable as a platform for basking and molting, which is defined as sea ice of 15 15 
percent or more concentration, except for bottom-fast ice extending seaward from the coastline in 16 
waters less than 6.6 ft (2 m) deep. 17 

• Primary prey resources to support Arctic ringed seals, which are defined to be Arctic cod, saffron 18 
cod, shrimps, and amphipods. 19 
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 1 

 2 
Figure 3-1. Ringed Seal Proposed Critical Habitat in Study Area 3 
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4 Environmental Consequences 1 

2 This chapter discusses the potential environmental consequences of the Proposed Action to the natural 
3 and physical environments described in Chapter 3. Stressors resulting from the Proposed Action that 
4 may potentially harm the biological environment only include changes to non-impulsive acoustic sources 
5 and icebreaking noise, all other environmental consequences remain the same as the 2018 OEA. 
6 Therefore, only non-impulsive acoustic sources and icebreaking noise will be analyzed for the impacts to 
7 the biological resources affected. The remaining environmental consequences are analyzed in the 2018 
8 OEA: 

9 • Acoustic: aircraft noise and vessel noise 
10 • Physical: aircraft strike, vessel and in-water device strike, icebreaking (physical impacts), and bottom 
11 disturbance 
12 • Expended Material: entanglement and ingestion  
13 ARA would include non-impulsive acoustic sources that require quantitative analysis. Some of the 
14 acoustic sources are either above the known hearing range of marine species or have narrow beam 
15 widths and short pulse lengths that would not result in effects to marine species. Potential effects from 
16 these “de minimis” sources are analyzed qualitatively in accordance with current Navy policy.  

17 The Proposed Action involves the use of very low-(35 Hz) and low-( less than 1 kHz) frequency sources. 
18 The acoustic (non-impulsive) sources associated with the Proposed Action are defined in Table 2-1. The 
19 spiral wave beacon and navigation sources were modeled and included in the Proposed Action similar to 
20 the 2018 OEA. The CAATEX source was also modeled and included in the Proposed Action. The CAATEX 
21 source would be deployed further north than the other sources and would require additional 
22 icebreaking to reach the deployment location. One spiral wave beacon would be moored with the 

navigation sources. Up to 21 acoustic navigation sources (15 moored and 6 drifting) would be deployed 23 
in closer proximity to each other than the 2018 OEA had originally projected. Though 21 sources are 24 
proposed for placement, it is unlikely due to weather conditions and limited ship schedule that all would 25 
be deployed in the 2019 cruise. In subsequent cruises it is possible that remainder of the sources would 26 
be deployed until the total of up to 21 navigation sources is deployed.  27 

In assessing the potential for environmental harm to biological resources from non-impulsive acoustic 28 
sources, a variety of factors must be considered, including source characteristics, animal presence and 29 
associated density, duration of exposure, and thresholds for harm and harassment for the species that 30 
may occur in the Study Area. The severity of the potential consequences such as physiological stress and 31 
behavioral response depends on the received sound level at the animal, the details of the sound-32 
producing activity, and the animal’s life history stage (e.g., juvenile or adult, breeding or feeding season), 33 
and past experience with the stimuli. An animal’s life history stage is an important factor to consider 34 
when predicting whether a stress response is likely. An animal’s life history stage includes its level of 35 
physical maturity (i.e., larva, infant, juvenile, sexually mature adult) and the primary activity in which it is 36 
engaged such as mating, feeding, or rearing/caring for young. Prior experience with a stressor may be of 37 
particular importance because repeated experience with a stressor may dull the stress response via 38 
acclimation (St Aubin and Dierauf 2001) or increase the response via sensitization. The types of potential 39 
consequences to marine species from acoustic sources can be described by the following categories: 40 

Non-auditory injury: Non-auditory injury can occur to lungs and organs and can cause tissue damage. 41 
Resonance occurs when the frequency of the sound waves matches the frequency of vibration of the air 42 
filled organ or cavity, causing it to resonate. This can, in certain circumstances, lead to damage to the 43 
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tissue making up the organ or air filled cavity. Tissue damage can also be inflicted directly by sound 1 
waves in cases of sound waves with high amplitude and rapid rise time.  2 

Hearing Loss: Also called a noise-induced threshold shift. Hearing loss manifests itself as loss in hearing 3 
sensitivity across part of an animal’s hearing range, which is dependent upon the specifics of the noise 4 
exposure. Hearing loss may be either a Permanent Threshold Shift (PTS) or a Temporary Threshold Shift 5 
(TTS). If the threshold shift does not return to zero but leaves some finite amount of threshold shift, 6 
then that remaining threshold shift is a PTS. The intensity and duration of a sound that will cause PTS 7 
varies across species and even between individual animals. PTS is a consequence of the death of sensory 8 
hair cells of the auditory epithelia of the ear and a resultant loss of hearing ability in the general vicinity 9 
of the frequencies of stimulation (Myrberg 1990; Richardson et al. 1995).  10 

Physiological stress: Marine animals naturally experience physiological stress as part of their normal life 11 
histories. The physiological response to a stressor, often termed the stress response, is an adaptive 12 
process that helps an animal cope with changing external and internal environmental conditions. Sound-13 
producing activities have the potential to cause additional stress. However, too much of a stress 14 
response can be harmful to an animal, resulting in physiological dysfunction. 15 

If a sound is detected (i.e., heard or sensed) by an animal, a stress response can occur. Additionally, if an 16 
animal suffers injury or hearing loss, a physiological stress response will occur. The generalized stress 17 
response is characterized by a release of hormones (Reeder and Kramer 2005) and other chemicals (e.g., 18 
stress markers) such as reactive oxidative compounds associated with noise-induced hearing loss 19 
(Henderson et al. 2006). An acute stress response is traditionally considered part of the startle response 20 
and is hormonally characterized by the release of the catecholamines. Annoyance type reactions may be 21 
characterized by the release of either or both catecholamines and glucocorticoid hormones. Regardless 22 
of the physiological changes that make up the stress response, the stress response may contribute to an 23 
animal’s decision to alter its behavior. 24 

Behavioral response: Marine animals may exhibit short-term behavioral reactions such as cessation of 25 
feeding, resting, or social interaction, and may also exhibit alertness or avoidance behavior (Richardson 26 
et al. 1995). 27 

Masking: The presence of intense sounds or sounds within a mammals hearing range in the 28 
environment potentially can interfere with an animal’s ability to hear relevant sounds. This effect, 29 
known as “auditory masking,” could interfere with the animal’s ability to detect biologically relevant 30 
sounds such as those produced by predators or prey, thus increasing the likelihood of the animal not 31 
finding food or being preyed upon (Myrberg 1981; Popper et al. 2004). Masking only occurs in the 32 
frequency band of the sound that causes the masking condition. Other relevant sounds with frequencies 33 
outside of this band would not be masked. 34 

 Non-Impulsive Acoustic Sources 35 

4.1.1.1 No Action Alternative 36 
Permitted sound sources in the No Action Alternative would be used in the same way as described in the 37 
selected action alternative under the 2018 OEA; a maximum of 12 moored sources and three drifting 38 
sources in the deep basin would be used, and de minimis sources could be used throughout the Study 39 
Area. Active non-impulsive acoustic sources are expected to result in, at most, minor to moderate 40 
avoidance responses of animals, over short and intermittent periods of time. As such, the Navy 41 
submitted an application for an IHA with NMFS for Level B take of ringed seals and beluga whales. Since 42 
the Proposed Action depends on how many sources can be deployed on each cruise (sources would be 43 
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deployed each cruise until the maximum amount of sources were deployed) annual requests for IHAs 1 
would be completed throughout the duration of the Proposed Action. 2 

The No Action Alternative is not expected to cause significant disruptions such as mass haul outs, or 3 
abandonment of breeding, that would result in significantly altered or abandoned behavior patterns. 4 
Given this, in accordance with the ESA the non-impulsive acoustic sources in the No Action Alternative 5 
may affect, and are likely to adversely affect bearded seal and ringed seal; non-impulsive acoustic 6 
sources associated with the No Action Alternative would have no effect on bowhead whale or polar 7 
bear. In accordance with E.O. 12114, non-impulsive acoustic sources from the No Action Alternative 8 
would not significantly harm marine mammals. The Navy would operate under the existing Biological 9 
Opinion provided by NMFS, and seek a new IHA to cover activities from September 2019 through 10 
September 2020. 11 

4.1.1.2 Proposed Action 12 
The following marine mammals are susceptible to harm from the non-impulsive acoustic sources during 13 
the Proposed Action: beluga whales, bowhead whales, gray whales, bearded seals, ribbon seals, ringed 14 
seals, spotted seals, and Pacific walrus. Polar bears are anticipated to remain on the ice surface and not 15 
be exposed to non-impulsive acoustic sources in the water column. In assessing the potential effects on 16 
marine mammals from the Proposed Action, a variety of factors must be considered, including source 17 
characteristics, animal presence, animal hearing range, duration of exposure, and impact thresholds for 18 
species that may be present. Potential acoustic impacts could include PTS, TTS, or behavioral effects. To 19 
make these assessments, a model was used to quantitatively estimate the potential number of 20 
exposures that could occur, followed by a qualitative analysis to account for other factors not reflected 21 
by the model.  22 

The Navy Acoustic Effects Model (NAEMO) was used to produce a quantitative estimate of PTS, TTS, and 23 
behavioral exposures for marine mammals. The Navy then further analyzed the data and conducted an 24 
in-depth qualitative analysis of the species distribution and likely responses to the non-impulsive 25 
acoustic sources based on available scientific literature. The determination of the effects to marine 26 
mammals was based on this combination of quantitative and qualitative analyses. Additional details on 27 
the acoustic modeling can be found in Appendix C in the 2018 OEA. 28 

Quantitative Analysis 29 

A quantitative analysis of the potential effects to marine mammals from the proposed non-impulsive 30 
acoustic sources was conducted using a method that calculates the total sound exposure level (SEL) and 31 
maximum sound pressure level (SPL) that a marine mammal may receive from the non-impulsive 32 
acoustic sources. NAEMO was used for all modeling analysis (U.S. Department of the Navy 2017b). 33 
Environmental characteristics (e.g., bathymetry, wind speed, and sound speed profiles) and source 34 
characteristics (i.e., source level, source frequency, transmit pulse length and interval, horizontal and 35 
vertical beam width and source depth) were used to determine the propagation loss of the acoustic 36 
energy, which was calculated using the Comprehensive Acoustic System Simulation/Gaussian Ray 37 
Bundle (CASS/GRAB) propagation model. Additionally, an under-ice model (Oceanographic and 38 
Atmospheric Master Library ICE) for surface interaction was implemented in NAEMO. The propagation 39 
loss then was used in NAEMO to create acoustic footprints. The NAEMO model then simulated source 40 
movement through the Study Area and calculated sound energy levels around the source. Animats, or 41 
representative animals, were distributed based on density data obtained from the Navy Marine Species 42 
Density Database  (U.S. Department of the Navy 2017c). The Navy used a Seasonal Relative 43 
Environmental Suitability model (Kaschner et al. 2006), based on seasonal habitat preferences and 44 
requirements of known occurrences, such as temperature, bathymetry, and distance to land data and 45 
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literature review, because occurrence information for marine mammals in the Study Area is not well 1 
known. Empirical data is coupled with Relative Environmental Suitability modeling data to generate 2 
predictions of density data for locations where no survey data exist. The energy received by each animat 3 
distributed within the model was summed into a total SEL. Additionally, the maximum SPL received by 4 
each animat was also recorded. 5 

NAEMO provides two outputs. The first is the number of animats recorded with received levels within 1 6 
dB bins at and greater than 100 dB re 1 µPa and the total SEL (in decibels referenced to 1 square 7 
micropascal-second [dB re 1 μPa2·s]) for each animat, prior to effect thresholds being applied (referred 8 
to as unprocessed animat exposures). These results are used to determine if a marine mammal may be 9 
exposed to the acoustic energy resulting from the Proposed Action, but they do not infer that any such 10 
exposure results in an effect to the animal from the action. The second output, referred to as calculated 11 
exposures, is the predicted number of exposures that could result in effects as determined by the 12 
application of acoustic threshold criteria. Criteria and thresholds for measuring these effects induced 13 
from underwater acoustic energy have been established for marine mammals. Marine mammal criteria 14 
were established based on the following hearing groups: low-, mid-, and high-frequency cetaceans, 15 
otariid and non-phocid marine carnivores, and phocid pinnipeds. A summary of physiological and 16 
behavioral criteria for both non-impulsive acoustic and icebreaking sources are provided in Table 4-1 for 17 
groups of marine mammals that are found within the Study Area. The thresholds established for 18 
physiological effects (SELs for PTS and TTS) for groups of marine mammals that are found in the Study 19 
Area are described in detail in National Marine Fisheries Service (2016), behavioral criteria were 20 
developed in coordination with NMFS to support Phase III environmental analyses and MMPA Letter of 21 
Authorization renewals, and are described in detail in U.S. Department of the Navy (2017a).  22 

Table 4-1. Acoustic In-Water Criteria and Thresholds for Predicting Physiological and 
Behavioral Effects on Marine Mammals Potentially Occurring in the Study Area 

Group Species 
Behavioral Criteria Physiological Criteria 

Non-Impulsive 
Acoustic Sources 

Icebreaking 
Sources Onset TTS Onset PTS 

Low 
Frequency 
Cetaceans 

Gray whale, 
bowhead whale 

Low-Frequency 
BRF dose response 

function* 

120 dB re 1 µPa 
step function 

179 dB SEL 
cumulative 

199 dB SEL 
cumulative 

Mid 
Frequency 
Cetaceans 

Beluga whale 
Mid-Frequency BRF 

dose response 
function* 

120 dB re 1 µPa 
step function 

178 dB SEL 
cumulative 

198 dB SEL 
cumulative 

Phocidae 
(in water) 

Bearded 
seal/Ringed seal 

Pinniped Dose 
Response 
Function*  

120 dB re 1 µPa 
step function 

181 dB SEL 
cumulative 

201 dB SEL 
cumulative 

BRF = Behavioral Response Function 23 
*See Figure 4-1 24 
  25 
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 1 
 2 

 3 
Figure 4-1. A) The Bayesian biphasic dose-response BRF for Odontocetes. B) The Bayesian 4 
biphasic dose-response BRF for Pinnipeds. C) The Bayesian biphasic dose-response BRF for 5 
Mysticetes. The blue solid line represents the Bayesian Posterior median values, the green 6 

dashed line represents the biphasic fit, and the grey represents the variance. [X-Axis: Received 7 
Level (dB re 1 μPa), Y-Axis: Probability of Response] 8 

The results from the NAEMO acoustic analysis indicates that only two species, the beluga whales and 9 
ringed seal, have estimated non-icebreaking exposures (Table 4-2). Non-impulsive acoustic sources 10 
would be active throughout the remainder of the Proposed Action. Although the Proposed Action would 11 
occur over the remainder of a three-year period, exposures were calculated on an annual basis. 12 
Exposures were calculated based on changes proposed based on the deployment of all sources during 13 
the cruise in September 2019 and the deployment of the spiral wave beacon during the cruise in fall 14 
2020 (and possibly fall 2021). Due to changes in the scientific objectives of ARA and redeployment of 15 

A B 

C 
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active acoustic sources throughout the Study Area, the number of exposures to ringed seals and beluga 1 
whales have been updated. No marine mammals are likely to experience received SELs that may result 2 
in TTS or PTS. Under the Proposed Action, beluga whales and ringed seals were calculated to potentially 3 
be exposed to SPLs that may elicit a behavioral response. Due to the number of behavioral exposures 4 
under the Proposed Action, the Navy submitted an application for an Incidental Harassment 5 
Authorization (IHA) with NMFS for take by Level B harassment of beluga whales and ringed seals.  6 

Table 4-2. NAEMO-Calculated Marine Mammal Estimated Yearly (September – September) 
Non - Icebreaking Exposures 

Species 
No Action Alternative Proposed Action 

Behavioral TTS PTS Behavioral TTS PTS 
Beluga whale 66 0 0 509 0 0 
Bearded seal1 0.39 0 0 0 0 0 
Ringed seal1 1,826 0 0 6,773 0 0 

1ESA-listed species 
These quantitative calculations were then analyzed qualitatively, taking into account the best available 7 
data on the species itself, and how the species has been observed to respond to similar types of 8 
influences. 9 

Qualitative Analysis 10 

No research has been conducted on the potential behavioral responses of ice associated seals and other 11 
marine mammals occurring in the Study Area to the type of non-impulsive acoustic sources used during 12 
the Proposed Action. However, data are available on effects of non-impulsive acoustic sources (e.g., 13 
sonar transmissions) on other phocids and marine mammals which was assessed and incorporated into 14 
the findings of this analysis. 15 

Effects of Non-Impulsive Acoustic Sources on Phocids in Water 16 

For non-impulsive sounds (i.e., similar to the sources used during the Proposed Action), data suggest 17 
that exposures of pinnipeds to sources between 90 and 140 dB re 1 μPa do not elicit strong behavioral 18 
responses; no data were available for exposures at higher received levels for Southall et al., (2007) to 19 
include in the severity scale analysis. Reactions of harbor seals (Phoca vitulina) were the only available 20 
data for which the responses could be ranked on the severity scale. For reactions that were recorded, 21 
the majority (17 of 18 individuals/groups) were ranked on the severity scale as a 4 (moderate change in 22 
movement, brief shift in group distribution, or moderate change in vocal behavior) or lower; the 23 
remaining response was ranked as a 6 (minor or moderate avoidance of the sound source). Additional 24 
data on hooded seals (Cystophora cristata) indicate avoidance responses to signals above 160–170 dB re 25 
1 μPa (Kvadsheim et al. 2010), and data on gray (Halichoerus grypus) and harbor seals indicate 26 
avoidance response at received levels of 135–144 dB re 1 μPa (Götz et al. 2010). In each instance where 27 
food was available, which provided the seals motivation to remain near the source, habituation to the 28 
signals occurred rapidly. In the same study, it was noted that habituation was not apparent in wild seals 29 
where no food source was available (Götz et al. 2010). This implies that the motivation of the animal is 30 
necessary to consider in determining the potential for a reaction. In one study aimed to investigate the 31 
under-ice movements and sensory cues associated with under-ice navigation of ice seals, acoustic 32 
transmitters (60–69 kHz at 159 dB re 1 μPa at 1 m) were attached to ringed seals (Wartzok et al. 1992a; 33 
Wartzok et al. 1992b). An acoustic tracking system then was installed in the ice to receive the acoustic 34 
signals and provide real-time tracking of ice seal movements. Although the frequencies used in this 35 
study are at the upper limit of ringed seal hearing, the ringed seals appeared unaffected by the non-36 
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impulsive acoustic sources, as they were able to maintain normal behaviors (e.g., finding breathing 1 
holes). 2 

Seals exposed to non-impulsive acoustic sources with a received SPL within the range of calculated 3 
exposures, (142–193 dB re 1 μPa), have been shown to change their behavior by modifying diving 4 
activity and avoidance of the sound source (Götz et al. 2010; Kvadsheim et al. 2010). Although a minor 5 
change to a behavior may occur as a result of exposure to the sources in the Proposed Action, these 6 
changes would be within the normal range of behaviors for the animal (e.g., the use of a breathing hole 7 
further from the source, rather than one closer to the source, would be within the normal range of 8 
behavior) (Kelly et al. 1988).  9 

Effects of Non-Impulsive Acoustic Sources on Other Marine Mammals Within the Study Area 10 

Many of the contextual factors resulting from the behavioral response studies (e.g., close approaches by 11 
multiple vessels or tagging) would not occur during the Proposed Action. Research shows that if 12 
odontocetes do respond to acoustic transmissions, they may react in a number of ways depending on 13 
the characteristics of the sound source, their experience with the sound source, and whether they are 14 
migrating or on seasonal grounds (i.e., breeding or feeding grounds). Behavioral reactions may include 15 
alerting; breaking off feeding dives and surfacing; or diving or swimming away. Animals disturbed while 16 
engaged in other activities, such as feeding or reproductive behaviors, may be more likely to ignore or 17 
tolerate the disturbance and continue their natural behavior patterns. Therefore, most behavioral 18 
reactions from odontocetes are likely to be short-term, with low to moderate severity.  19 

Conclusion 20 

As described above, the sound sources under the Proposed Action would be deployed in the deep water 21 
portions of the Study Area. Although behavioral responses would typically be minor as described above, 22 
the lack of in-situ observation of the navigation sources does not allow for the standard mitigation, which 23 
would minimize interactions between an animal and any active sources. In contrast with most Navy 24 
testing, the acoustic transmissions would take place unsupervised over a yearlong basis, increasing the 25 
possibility that an exposure could occur, thus requiring a more conservative approach. Active acoustic 26 
sources are expected to result in, at most, minor to moderate avoidance responses of animals, over short 27 
and intermittent periods of time. The Proposed Action is not expected to cause significant disruptions 28 
such as mass haul outs, or abandonment of breeding, that would result in significantly altered or 29 
abandoned behavior patterns. Given this, in accordance with the ESA, the non-impulsive acoustic sources 30 
in the Proposed Action may affect, and are likely to adversely affect, ringed seal; non-impulsive acoustic 31 
sources associated with the Proposed Action would have no effect on polar bear, bearded seal, or 32 

33 bowhead whale. The ESA determination is the same as for the no action alternative. This is a conservative 
34 approach given that for the non-icebreaking sources, the NAEMO modeling results for the Proposed 
35 Action show only behavioral exposures. The continuation of this conservative approach is based on the 
36 following considerations: 

37 1) Although it is expected that behavioral responses would typically be minor as described above, 
38 the lack of in-situ observation of the navigation sources does not allow the type of mitigation 
39 (e.g. lookouts) that would prevent animals from coming close to the source when it begins its 
40 relatively long transmit (every 3 days), and experiencing behavioral responses that could be 
41 longer in duration. In contrast with most Navy testing, the acoustic transmissions are taking 
42 place unsupervised over a year long basis, increasing the possibility that an occurrence of an 
43 adverse effect could take place. 
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1 2) The current biological opinion from NMFS did not distinguish between TTS and behavioral 
2 responses, and based its analysis on the total amount of level B harassment. The substantial 
3 increase in ringed seal exposures for and would not support a change in the existing ESA 
4 determination given the substantial increase in the number of affected animals. 

5 In accordance with E.O. 12114, non-impulsive acoustic sources associated with the Proposed Action are 
6 not likely to significantly harm marine mammals.  

 Icebreaking Noise 7 

4.1.2.1 No Action Alternative 8 
Icebreaking noise from icebreaking ships for the No Action Alternative would result in a lower potential 9 
for effects to marine mammals as it would under the Proposed Action, due to the lower number of 10 
expected icebreaking days under the Preferred Alternative. Icebreaking noise associated with the No 11 
Action Alternative may cause a behavioral reaction to the ringed seal and beluga whale. Icebreaking 12 
noise associated with the No Action Alternative may affect, and is likely to adversely affect the ESA-13 
listed ringed seal; icebreaking associated with the No Action Alternative would have no effect on 14 
bowhead whales, bearded seals, or polar bears. In accordance with E.O. 12114 icebreaking noise 15 
associated with the No Action Alternative would not result in significant harm to marine mammals. 16 

4.1.2.2 Proposed Action 17 
Icebreaking noise from icebreaking ships was modeled using similar methods to those described in 18 
Section 4.1.1.2. Below is a quantitative analysis of the modeling results for CGC HEALY icebreaking as 19 
well as a qualitative analysis for icebreaking noise.  20 

Quantitative Analysis 21 

The underwater radiated noise signature for icebreaking in the central Arctic Ocean by CGC HEALY 22 
during different types of ice-cover was characterized in Roth et al. (2013). The radiated noise signatures 23 
were characterized for various fractions of ice cover. For modeling, the 8/10 ice cover was used as a 24 
conservative approach. Each modeled 24-hour period of icebreaking consisted of 6 hours of 8/10 ice 25 
cover breaking. This was one hour of consistent ramming with 3 hours of off time, more realistically 26 
reflecting the operation of an icebreaking vessel. Since ice forecasting cannot be predicted more than a 27 
few weeks in advance it is unknown if icebreaking would be needed to deploy or retrieve the sources 28 
after one year of transmitting. Therefore, icebreaking was conservatively analyzed within this SOEA. 29 
Figure 5a in Roth et al (2013) depicts the source spectrum level versus frequency for 8/10 ice cover. The 30 
sound signature of each of the ice coverage levels was broken into 1-octave bins (Table 4-3). In the 31 
model, each bin was included as a separate source on the modeled vessel. When these independent 32 
sources go active concurrently, they simulate the sound signature of CGC HEALY. The modeled source 33 
level summed across these bins was 196.2 dB for the 8/10 signature. These source levels are a good 34 
approximation of the icebreaker’s observed source level (provided in Figure 4b of (Roth et al. 2013)). 35 
Each frequency and source level was modeled as an independent source, and applied simultaneously to 36 
all of the animats within NAEMO. The method of quantitative modeling for icebreaking is considered to 37 
be a conservative approach; therefore, the number of takes estimated for icebreaking are likely an over-38 
estimate and would not be expected to reach that level. 39 

Table 4-3. Modeled Bins for 8/10 Ice Coverage (Full Power) Ice Breaking on CGC HEALY 
Frequency (Hz) Source Level (dB) 

25 189 
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50 188 
100 189 
200 190 
400 188 
800 183 

1600 177 
3200 176 
6400 172 

12800 167 
Icebreaking is generally characterized as a low-frequency (10-100 Hz), non-impulsive sound. Icebreaking 1 
is a combination of the sounds made by the vessel’s engine and propeller while icebreaking and the 2 
sound(s) created by the breaking of ice. As such, it is not appropriate to use the behavioral risk function 3 
to evaluate potential impacts to marine mammals because the behavioral risk function was derived 4 
from mid-frequency sonar sources that are narrow band (versus the broadband noise from icebreaking). 5 
Generic received levels (RL) thresholds for behavioral disturbance (120 dB re 1 µParms), regardless of 6 
functional hearing group, have been applied, although efforts have been made to improve data, 7 
including the addition of unique RL thresholds for behavioral disturbance specific to species (harbor 8 
porpoise and beaked whales; 80 FR 31738; 2015). Specific to the harbor porpoise, a step function and 9 
not a curve (and assuming uniform density) was applied to evaluate take from Level B harassment (80 10 
FR 31738; 2015). Through discussions with NMFS, though there is no data to support the use of the 120 11 
dB step function for ringed seals for ice breaking, the Navy was directed to use this behavioral threshold. 12 
This 120 dB step function will likely over-estimate the effects of icebreaking. 13 

The output from the acoustic model is the calculated number of marine mammals exposed at or above 14 
acoustic effects thresholds listed in Table 4-1. Icebreaking could occur on each CGC HEALY cruise in the 15 
deep water area of the Study Area. Exposures were calculated on a daily basis, and summed to calculate 16 
a total estimated exposure value for the duration of the Proposed Action. Due to the changing 17 
environmental conditions in the Study Area it is unknown how long icebreaking would occur each year. 18 
It is anticipated that 8 days of icebreaking would be needed to deploy the proposed VLF source, which 19 
has led to an increase in the days of icebreaking.  20 

As varying levels of icebreaking are expected on a year-to-year basis, modeled exposures have been 21 
broken out in the tables below. Exposures provided in Table 4-4 are for the maximum annual anticipated 22 
icebreaking during the CGC HEALY cruise in 2019 and 2020, which would be eight days per year.  23 

Table 4-4. Model-Calculated Acoustic Exposures for CGC HEALY Icebreaking During the 
Proposed Action (2019 – 2021 Annually) 

Species 
Proposed Action 

Behavioral TTS PTS 
Beluga whale 25 0 0 
Ringed seal1 536 0 0 

   1 ESA-listed species 24 
 25 
The quantitative analysis calculated that most marine mammals in the Study Area would not experience 26 
behavioral response, TTS, or PTS from the Proposed Action. However, modeling results indicated that 27 
icebreaking would result in 1,072 behavioral exposures to ringed seals and 50 behavioral exposures to 28 
beluga whales under the Proposed Action, suggesting the possibility of eliciting a behavioral response. 29 
Icebreaking for the Proposed Action has been reconsidered and remodeled with regard to how the 30 
icebreaker operates, in comparison to how modeling was done under the No Action Alternative. 31 
Previous modeling assumed 16 hours of constant ramming of the ice for icebreaking, which is not how 32 
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icebreaking operations occur in situ. The new modeling incorporated a real world scenario of active 1 
versus inactive icebreaking time over a 24-hour period to provide a more realistic number of potential 2 
behavioral exposures within a 24-hour period. Since it would be impossible for an icebreaker to 3 
consistently ram the ice for 16 hours straight, this modeling included 1 hour of ramming under heavy ice 4 
cover before 3 hours off. The total icebreaking modeled for each 24-hour period was six hours. 5 

The likelihood of a behavioral response is dependent upon the received SPL. NAEMO provides two 6 
outputs. The first is the number of animats recorded with received levels within 1 dB bins at and greater 7 
than 100 dB re 1µPa, prior to effect thresholds being applied (referred to as unprocessed animat 8 
exposures). These results are used to determine if a marine mammal may be exposed to the acoustic 9 
energy resulting from the Proposed Action, but they do not infer that any such exposure results in an 10 
effect from the action. The second output, referred to as calculated exposures (as seen in Table 4-4), is 11 
the predicted number of exposures that could result in effects from the Proposed Action after the 12 
application of the acoustic threshold criteria. Additional details on the acoustic modeling can be found in 13 
Appendix C of the 2018 OEA. 14 

As discussed above, the quantitative output calculated that 1,072 ringed seals and 50 beluga whales 15 
could be exposed to SPLs that may elicit at least a behavioral response. These quantitative calculations 16 
are then analyzed qualitatively by marine biologists and acoustic experts, taking into account the best 17 
available data on the species itself, and how the species has been observed to respond to similar types 18 
of influences. 19 

Qualitative Analysis – All Species 20 

The Navy conducted the following additional qualitative assessment of acoustic effects to ringed seals to 21 
determine whether the calculated exposures from the NAEMO output actually constitute harassment 22 
pursuant to the ESA.  23 

Data are available on the effects of icebreakers and impulsive sources (e.g., seismic airguns) on ringed 24 
seals and other marine mammals in water, though not physically the same impulsive source sounds 25 
would be the closest representative sound to icebreaking due to their wideband frequency spectrum 26 
and short duration. The available information was assessed and incorporated into the findings of this 27 
analysis. 28 

Effects of Impulsive Sources on Ringed Seals in Water 29 

Although the icebreaking associated with the Proposed Action is not impulsive in a strict sense, the data 30 
on ringed seal reactions during seismic surveys nonetheless indicate that ringed seals have shown little 31 
reaction to noise disturbance in general within the SPLs potentially received from the Proposed Action. 32 
Any behavioral reaction is expected to be short term, as icebreaking would occur in small areas and 33 
would be transient in nature, which reduces the probability of encountering a marine mammal during 34 
icebreaking activities. Behavioral reactions would be limited to swimming away, hauling out, diving 35 
underwater and, in some cases, avoidance behavior. These short-term reactions are not expected to 36 
significantly disrupt behavioral patterns such as migration, breathing, nursing, breeding, feeding and 37 
sheltering to a point where the behavior pattern is abandoned or significantly altered.   38 

Effects of Icebreaking on Marine Mammals 39 

Marine mammals have been recorded in several instances altering and modifying their vocalizations to 40 
compensate for the masking noise from vessels, or other similar sounds (Holt et al. 2011; Parks et al. 41 
2011). Vocal changes in response to anthropogenic noise can occur across the repertoire of sound 42 
production modes used by marine mammals, such as whistling, echolocation click production, calling, 43 
and singing. Changes to vocal behavior and call structure may result from a need to compensate for an 44 
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increase in background noise. In cetaceans, vocalization changes have been reported from exposure to 1 
anthropogenic sources such as sonar, vessel noise, and seismic surveying. 2 

Icebreaking noise has the potential to disturb marine mammals and elicit an alerting, avoidance, or 3 
other behavioral reaction (Huntington et al. 2015; Pirotta et al. 2015; Williams et al. 2014). Icebreaking 4 
in fast ice during the spring can cause behavioral reactions in beluga whales. Erbe and Farmer (2000) 5 
calculated the zone of impacts to beluga whales from icebreakers in the Beaufort Sea using data from 6 
Canadian icebreakers. Beluga whales had a zone of behavioral disturbance out to 25 nm (46 km) in a 7 
shipping corridor near Beluga Bay, and 16 nm (30 km) when the icebreaker was over the abyssal plain in 8 
response to ramming noise from an icebreaker. Bowheads have been observed avoiding areas within 9 
13 nm (25 km) of an icebreaking site (Richardson et al. 1995). Icebreaking associated with the Proposed 10 
Action would occur in in the August through October timeframe, which lessens the probability of a 11 
whale encountering the vessel. 12 

Fay et al. (1984) compared the behavioral reactions of walruses to both icebreaking vessels and vessels 13 
in open water. Ringed seals and bearded seals on pack ice showed various behaviors when approached 14 
by an icebreaking vessel; a majority of seals dove underwater when the ship was within 0.5 nm 15 
(0.93 km) while others remained on the ice. However, as icebreaking vessels came closer to the seals, 16 
most dove underwater. Ringed seals have also been observed foraging in the wake of an icebreaking 17 
vessel (Richardson et al. 1995). In a studies by Alliston (Alliston 1980; Alliston 1981), there was no 18 
observed change in the density of ringed seals in areas that had been subject to icebreaking. 19 
Alternatively, ringed seals may have preferentially established breathing holes in the ship tracks after 20 
the icebreaker moved through the area. Due to the time of year of the activity (August through 21 
October), ringed seals are not expected to be within the subnivean lairs nor pupping (Chapskii 1940; 22 
McLaren 1958; Smith and Stirling 1975). Therefore, icebreaking would not impact seals which could not 23 
visually detect an oncoming vessel. 24 

Polar bears do not appear to be significantly affected by icebreaking noise and show very little reaction 25 
to icebreaking vessels (Richardson et al. 1995). Polar bears that did react to icebreaker presence had the 26 
following reactions: walking away, running away, approaching, vigilance, and no reaction. Vigilance was 27 
the most common observed reaction in a study by Smultea et al. (2016). Polar bears that did react by 28 
walking or running away was brief in duration (less than five minutes) when the icebreaker was within 29 
1,640 ft (500 m) or less. 30 

Conclusion 31 

Icebreaking noise associated with the Proposed Action may elicit a behavioral reaction from ringed seals 32 
and beluga whales. Icebreaking noise associated with the Proposed Action may affect, and is likely to 33 
adversely affect, the ESA-listed ringed seal; icebreaking noise associated with the Proposed Action 34 
would have no effect on polar bear, bearded seal, or bowhead whale. The ESA determination is the 35 
same as the No Action Alternative. This is conservative approach, given for icebreaking noise, the 36 
NAEMO model results for the Proposed Action show zero TTS for ringed seal rather than the 1 per year 37 
associated with the No Action Alternative. The continuation of this conservative approach is based on 38 
the following considerations: 39 

1) Our best available information on icebreaking, based on the experience obtained from the 2018 Healy 40 
cruise, supported an analysis using “on/off” occurrence (1 hour on, 2 hours off) of the type of ramming 41 
activity which gives rise to the types of relatively high source level in the Roth paper. This would reduce 42 
the possibility of TTS, but given the variability in ice conditions experienced in different yearly cruises it is 43 
prudent to allow for the possibility longer-term periods of ramming.  Based on the modeling done prior 44 
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to the 2018 cruise, this could produce a rare TTS (on the order of 1 per year) in the event of a year for 1 
which the ice cover is an “outlier”. 2 

2) The current biological opinion from NMFS did not distinguish between TTS and behavioral responses, 3 
and based its analysis on the total amount of level B harassment. The difference between having 1 or zero 4 
TTS has not been of interest in NMFS review to date the same as for the No Action Alternative.  5 

In accordance with E.O. 12114, icebreaking noise associated with the Proposed Action would not result 6 
in significant harm to ringed seals or beluga whales. 7 

4.2 Summary of Potential Impacts to Resources  8 

Under either the No Action Alternative or the Proposed Action, potential harm to physical and most 9 
biological resources (i.e., invertebrates, birds, fish, and Essential Fish Habitat) would remain the same as 10 
that described in the 2018 OEA. With standard operating procedures and mitigation measures, potential 11 
harm from the Proposed Action would be temporary and/or minimal. The Proposed Action is not 12 
expected to result in population-level impacts to marine mammals.  13 
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 1 
5 Mitigation Measures 2 

Mitigation measures would be implemented during the Proposed Action. Mitigation measures are used 3 
to avoid and reduce potential impacts, many time the safety of ships provide additional safety and 4 
mission success, and are implemented regardless of their secondary benefits (e.g., to a resource).  5 

Ships operated by or for the United States (U.S.) Department of the Navy (Navy) have personnel 6 
assigned to stand watch at all times, day and night, when moving through the water (underway). Watch 7 
personnel undertake extensive training in accordance with the U.S. Navy Lookout Training Handbook or 8 
civilian equivalent, including on-the-job instruction and a formal Personal Qualification Standard 9 
program (or equivalent program for supporting contractors or civilians), to certify that they have 10 
demonstrated all necessary skills (such as detection and reporting of floating or partially submerged 11 
objects). Their duties may be performed in conjunction with other job responsibilities, such as 12 
navigating the ship or supervising other personnel. While on watch, personnel employ visual search 13 
techniques, including the use of binoculars, using a scanning method in accordance with the U.S. Navy 14 
Lookout Training Handbook or civilian equivalent. A primary duty of watch personnel is to detect and 15 
report all objects and disturbances sighted in the water that may be indicative of a threat to the ship 16 
and its crew, such as debris, or surface disturbance. Per safety requirements, watch personnel also 17 
report any marine mammals sighted that have the potential to be in the direct path of the ship as a 18 
standard collision avoidance procedure.   19 

While underway the ships (including non-Navy ships operating on behalf of the Navy) utilizing active 20 
acoustics and towed in-water devices will have at least one watch person during activities. While 21 
underway, watch personnel are alert at all times and have access to binoculars.   22 

5.1 Mitigation Measures 23 

• While in transit, ships shall be alert at all times, use extreme caution, and proceed at a "safe speed" 24 
so that the ship can take proper and effective action to avoid a collision with any marine mammal 25 
and can be stopped within a distance appropriate to the prevailing circumstances and conditions. 26 

• Mitigation zones for active acoustics involve turning off a source when a marine mammal is sighted 27 
within 200 yards (yd; 183 m) from the source. Active transmission will re-commence if any one of 28 
the following conditions are met: (1) the animal is observed exiting the mitigation zone, (2) the 29 
animal is thought to have exited the mitigation zone based on its course and speed and relative 30 
motion between the animal and the source, (3) the mitigation zone has been clear from any 31 
additional sightings for a period of 30 minutes, (4) the vessel has transited more than 400 yd (366 m) 32 
beyond the location of the last sighting. Note that the spiral wave beacon is the only source for 33 
which this would apply, since other sources transmit year-round after the deployment.  34 

• During mooring deployment visual observation would start 15 minutes prior to and during the 35 
deployment within a mitigation zone of 180 ft (55 m) around the deployed mooring. Deployment 36 
will stop if a marine mammal is visually detected within the mitigation zone. Deployment will re-37 
commence if any one of the following conditions are met: (1) the animal is observed exiting the 38 
mitigation zone, (2) the animal is thought to have exited the mitigation zone based on its course and 39 
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speed, or (3) the mitigation zone has been clear from any additional sightings for a period of 15 1 
minutes. 2 

• Ships would avoid approaching marine mammals head on and would maneuver to maintain a 3 
mitigation zone of 500 yd (457 m) around observed whales, and 200 yd (183 m) around all other 4 
marine mammals, providing it is safe to do so during ice free waters. 5 

• Moored/drifting sources are left in place and cannot be turned off until the following year during ice 6 
free months. Once they are programmed they will operate at the specified pulse lengths and duty 7 
cycles until they are either turned off the following year or there is failure of the battery and are not 8 
able to operate. Due to the ice covered nature of the Arctic is in not possible to recover the sources 9 
or interfere with their transmit operations in the middle of the permit year. 10 

• These requirements do not apply if a vessel's safety is at risk, such as when a change of course 11 
would create an imminent and serious threat to safety, person, vessel, or aircraft, and to the extent 12 
vessels are restricted in their ability to maneuver. No further action is necessary if a marine mammal 13 
other than a whale continues to close on the vessel after there has already been one maneuver 14 
and/or speed change to avoid the animal. Avoidance measures should continue for any observed 15 
whale in order to maintain a mitigation zone of 500 yd (457 m). 16 

5.2 Monitoring and Reporting 17 

There are no specific monitoring plans outside of lookouts aboard the Coast Guard Cutter (CGC) HEALY 18 
and Research Vessel (R/V) Sikuliaq. Due to the scientific objectives for data collection acoustic sources 19 
(with the exception of the 5-day test of the spiral wave beacon) would be deployed for an entire year 20 
without the ability to be turned off, until a subsequent cruise the following year. Due to the harsh 21 
conditions in the Arctic Study Area it is not feasible to tag and monitor marine mammals as it would 22 
require additional personnel and equipment. 23 

While there is not monitoring specific to the Proposed Action, the Office of Naval Research (ONR) 24 
Marine Mammal Biology Program has funded research in Alaska on ice seals and whales. Currently ONR 25 
has funded a study to work with Native subsistence hunters and government agencies in Alaska (North 26 
Slope Borough Department of Wildlife Management) and Canada (Department of Fisheries and Oceans) 27 
to deploy satellite tags on ringed seals, spotted seals, bearded seals, bowhead whales, and beluga 28 
whales. The research is aimed to document year-round movements of each species and document 29 
habitat use relative to oceanographic conditions, ice cover, and human disturbance. ONR is funding a 30 
current project to develop methodologies for passive acoustic monitoring for marine mammal density 31 
estimation in the Beaufort Sea, using receiver array data from the Canadian Basin Acoustic Propagation 32 
Experiment (CANAPE) 2016/17 experiment. Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute is analyzing whale and 33 
seal call data on multiple receiver array and is working on an integrated approach including acoustic 34 
propagation, habitat suitability and soundscape models. Data from 10 receiving arrays in the Beaufort 35 
Sea basin is available for marine mammal analysis. ONR has also funded a project which is looking at the 36 
habitat based use of ice seals in Alaska and the Bering Sea. Though not directly overlapping with the 37 
Study Area, the research gives insight to ice seal movements and habitat use in the changing Arctic 38 
environment. The results of these efforts would be published in the future and used as best available 39 
science for modeling and prediction of animal use and movement. 40 

The Navy is committed to documenting and reporting relevant aspects of training and research activities 41 
to verify implementation of mitigation, comply with current permits, and improve future environmental 42 
assessments. If any injury or death of a marine mammal is observed during the 2019-2021 Arctic 43 
Research Activities, the Navy will immediately halt the activity and report the incident consistent with 44 
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the stranding and reporting protocol in other Navy documents such as the Atlantic Fleet Training and 1 
Testing Environmental Impact Statement/Overseas Environmental Impact Statement.2 
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6 Consistency with Other Federal, State, and Local Laws, Plans, 1 

Policies, and Regulations 2 

In accordance with 40 CFR section 1502.16(c), analysis of environmental consequences shall include 3 
discussion of possible conflicts between the Proposed Action and the objectives of federal, regional, 4 
state and local land use plans, policies, and controls. Table 6-1 identifies the principal federal and state 5 
laws and regulations that are applicable to the Proposed Action, and describes briefly how compliance 6 
with these laws and regulations would be accomplished. 7 

Table 6-1. Principal Federal and State Laws Applicable to the Proposed Action 8 
Federal, State, Local, and Regional Land 

Use Plans, Policies, and Controls Status of Compliance 

Arctic Research and Policy Act  This SOEA has been prepared in compliance with the goals 
of the Arctic Research Policy Act. 

Endangered Species Act (ESA) 
(16 U.S.C. section 1531 et seq.) 

This SOEA considers impacts on species listed as threatened 
or endangered pursuant to this act.  

 
In accordance with the ESA, consultation with NMFS was re-

initiated based on the determination that the Proposed 
Action may affect ringed seals (Phoca hispida). The 

Biological Opinion from the initial formal consultation was 
received from NMFS regarding ringed seals on September 7, 
2018 (Appendix D of the 2018 OEA). An updated Biological 

Opinion was received from NMFS on XX, 2019. 
 

Marine Mammal Protection Act (MMPA) 
 

(16 U.S.C. section 1361 et seq.) 

This SOEA considers impacts on protected marine mammal 
species pursuant to this act. Based on the analysis contained 
within this SOEA, the Navy submitted an application for an 
IHA with NMFS for the taking of beluga whales and ringed 
seals on (XX, 2019). An Incidental Take Authorization was 
received by NMFS on September 21, 2018 (Appendix E of 

the 2018 OEA).  
 

Executive Order (E.O.) 12114, 
Environmental Effects Abroad of Major 

Federal Actions 

This SOEA has been prepared in accordance with E.O. 12114 
and Navy E.O. 12114 procedures. 
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